Barton Brothers Photo

There are a number of options for each photo ordered to include paper type, color
correction, cropping, mounting and finishing.
We use MPIX as our fulfillment vendor. They provide excellent quality and fast shipping.
The prints are made on professional grade photographic paper. Several paper finishes
as well as mounting and framing services are available and may be selected during the
checkout process after adding photos to the Cart. No charge for professional color
correction.

Paper Types:
E-Surface Color Paper
Kodak Professional Portra Endura paper (aka Traditional E-Surface paper) is the most
popular choice. This paper has slightly textured Matte finish. Accurate color, realistic
saturation, excellent neutral skin-tone reproduction, and brighter colors are just a few of
the attributes that describe it. The standard print life is 100 years in home display, and
200 years in dark storage. NOTE: B&W images will still print in black and white on this
paper.
Metallic Print
If you have never seen a Metallic print, you owe it to yourself to try this paper. Endura
Metallic paper offers natural looking skin-tones, sharp details and beautifully saturated
colors. It is strong and resistant to tearing or curling without any additional lamination.
This paper uses a patented combination of film and laminate layers that result in striking
three-dimensional images on an ultra-bright background. This paper is truly impressive.
NOTE: B&W images will still print in black and white on this paper.
True Digital B&W Paper (Ilford True Digital Black & White Paper)
There is a difference between B&W and True Digital B&W prints. This panchromatic,
resin-coated paper is specifically designed by Ilford for making continuous-tone B&W
prints directly from digital images in digital exposing systems. Because the emulsion is
silver based, the imaging performance and characteristics of this paper are the same
as traditional B&W continuous-tone papers. That translates into neutral tonal
characteristics offering good sharpness, display, and archival characteristics. NOTE:
Color images ordered on this paper will be printed in B&W
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Canvas Gallery Wrapped

Images are printed on a premier art canvas substrate and professionally wrapped
around 1.5" thick wooden stretcher frame.
This canvas gallery wrap arrives as a finished product ready to hang.
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